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Reflection: Global Simulation by Levine

I immediately s)'rnpathized with Levine's sentiment rcgarding the curent state of
intermediate language courses as simply providing a review ofwhat has aheady been leamed in
the first year. In that regard he adequately highlights the need for a different approach to foreign
language instruction at the intermediate level; however, there are several qu€stions that arise with
his presentation of the global simulation as a potential rqllacement of the current approach.

I agree that from a pedagogical perspective it is very beneficial to take a step back and
analyze student needs. Far too often insauctors will forge ahead with a curiculum that fits their
personal goals in terms of what elements oflanguage should be included in a particular class,
rrithout assessing the needs ofthe clieots they are attempting to serve. The global simulation
experience described by Levine is, "a language leaming experience more deeply rooted in the
humanistic endeavor" which is essentially focused on the practical needs ofindividual leamers.
The direction ofthe cous€ is consequently more dependant on the leamers' desires rather than
those of the teacher, which poses a few potential issues.

First, at an instihrtion where several departments require a foreign language component,
the student population ofa given language class has a wide vaxiety ofneeds and as well as
motivation levels. It is highly unlikely that studelts who are not intending to further their
larguage studies would be interested by a curdculum ofthis design. Their intentions for taking
language would not be conducive to the level of motivation that would be requited to maintain a
sirnulation activity ofthis scale. A needs analysis oflanguage leamers would be ofutmost
necessity to detemine whether this style of curdculum would truly serve the needs of the
majority of students.

In an ideal setting where students ara all self-motivated and interested in the particular
topic of the simulation the value of the leaming environment and the information the students
could potentially absorb would be remarkable. For this to work efficientlt it would take a gl€at
amount ofwill-power ftom the instructor to simply remaio the 'guide on the side' rather than the
'sage on the stage'. As instructo$ we all have our beliefs about what elements of language
should be incoryoruted in the intermediate language classroom, and it while it would still be
possible to steer the simulation in such a way as to achieve those goals, it would be very difiicult
io ensue that students implicitly acquire this knowledge. Furthermore, since the couse
objectives would inherently be somewhat mall€able, the assessment of student leaming in this
setting would also prove to be nther difficult. without a direct focus on grammatical principles

an<l oiher language structues, it becomes more difficult to test students on the material that they
leam throughout the term.

A giobal simulation certainly provides a holistic approach to language instluction and
allows students the oppqrtunity to actively engage in authentic situations using the target
language. I certainly hope that further empirical research will also demonstmte improved
proficiency outcomes as a result of this approach. In the mean time, since language instruction
doesn't lend itselfwell to the scientific approach, I am interested to see how much ground

content based inshuction can gain, and how it is perceived by other academic deparhnents in
achieving theil goals as well.
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Reflection on: "Global Simulation: A Student-Centered, Task-Based Format for Intermediate
Foreign Language Courses" by Glenn S. Levine.

Levine's article provided me with a new approach of teaching foreign languages which I
had never thought about before. As stated by the author, it provides an altemative curiculum to
teaching by moving away ftom the formulating approach to leaming about the target language
and cultures. I was able to identify further with the article since the GS cou$e is targeting 2""
year college/university l€vel students, which is what I teach here at PSU (in Spanish). Leaming
styles vary from student to student and therefore, I find the GS cours€ encouraging to those
leamers for whom this method leaming approach might be helpful in reaching the target
language goals.

I found many positive aspects of the GS Course, but at the same time I uncoveted some
uncertainties and stumbled on few phases which were unclear to me. I would like to begin fiIst
with some of the constructive features. Fint of all is very crucial to acknowledge that the GS
course takes a great deal ofpreparation of suppoltivg materials for the course. I agree with Jones
that students "must stop thinking ofthemselves as students and avoid standing one step away
ftom their own activities." In other words students camot feel that they are playacting instead,
thinking and behaving as they would in the world outside the classroom. This task base
approach ofvarious projects such as the Film Festival, Virtual Museum of Geman culture etc is
important for the communicative language classroom, because it keeps away not ftom
mechanical practice.

The article reveals that GS should be based upon a single situation or pranise l consent
that this certain situation or premise be related to a cultural specific way as culture is very vital to
student's motivation and leaming in the classroom; however, I wonder how student's progress is
measured and evaluated during these 12 weeks period based upon one situation or premise topic.
The author describes that student's work is evaluated upon their writing assigffn€lts such as
portfolios and weekly reports tumed in, but on the other side grammar and reading seems to be
limited along with the vocabulary. For example, the vocabulary introduced to the students is
only applicable and limited to that particular situation or premise for a full 12 weeks program.
With regards to gammar, I am unsure of the author's statement of "the GS fomat is an ideal
context for a great deal offocus-on-form or consciousness-raising instruction that does not
interfere with classroom discourse". I feel that this statement needs to be further elaborated for
clearer understanding. However, the other apprcach to enswe gmmmar comprehension, such as
the instructor implementing in the curiculum "grammar days only'' might be helpful to many
students leaming and correct way ofexpression.

To conclude, the GS course objectives such as the cornmunicative approach through
much oral practice and implementing cultual literacy are my favorite aspects ofthis
Intermediate Foreign Languag€ teachirg and leaming. ln addition, the fact that the instructoi is
the facilitator and the coune is student-centered makes it more appealing.
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Reflection on the article "Fu11-Scale Theate Production and Foreign Language Learning"
by Ryan-Scheutz and Colangelo

Italian Theatle Workshop (lTW) is a foreign language leaming progmm based on
immersion leaming, which I consider a highly effective way ofachieving fluency. From
my personal experience of leaming several foreign languages precisely by imrnersion but
also from the results showed by Ryan-Scheutz and Colangelo, it is evident that foleign
language leamers benefil fiom immersion experiences. This type ofexperience leads
students to learn the language and culhue on an "unconscious level", meaning, when they
are not lbcused on leaming those aspects as they prepale a theatre production in the target
language. However. they achieve results due to a comibrtable and enjoyable atmosphere.
in wlich they build even more confidence in usilg the target language.

Even though ITW program showed successflil results in in'rproving paticipants'
level ot'comnulicative conpetence in the target larguage. I have concen$ in tem$ of
parlicipants' usage oftheir L1 in the process ofpreparation for the production, which the
authors call "preproduction." The study does l1ot explain how the participants behaved
when faced with new and unknown words in the foreign language. Thus, I am cu o s to
know if participants used their Ll in those sitLrations. I believe that it would be uset'ul to
include ir the assessment ofparticipants a measue itr percentage of time how much
participants used thei Ll to communicate aud explain unknow! concepts and phrases to
each other.

It is impofiant to poiDt out ihe f.act that the progmm includes both acting as well
as non-actjng posilions for students. Moreover, the non-acting positions show a success
in improvement in language competence. Ryan-Scheutz and Colangelo state that "no11-

actors (designers and stago managers) scored highest on the translation ofidiomatic
expressions in the posttest (381)." Therelbre this study points olrt the ilnpofiarce of
accomnodating differelt lypes of ieaming styles, such as extovefted and introvefied.

It is interesting to highlight that the program required only two semesters ofprior
expe ence in the target language. In this way, ITW exemplifies the CBI p.inciple that
content nastery and linguistic mastery are achieved in a palallel way ilNtead ofa stictly
sequential order. Lingdstic mastery is not required ftom students to padicipate in this
progran. lnstead the authors point out benefits ofhaving participants with heterogeneous
levels ofproficicncy. The autl]om suppose a nore experienced students are used as
models for less experienced students.

One ofthe major advantages olthe ITW progran] is the motivation level of
students involved in i1. ln contrast to a regular foreign language classroom, lTw students
do not have notivational problems because they are engaged ir the learning process
tlxoush their common interest. which is the theatre.
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Reflection on article ( Global Simulation: A Student-Centered. Task-Based Format for
Int€rmediate Foreien Language Courses

Several things about this articlejumped out for me right offthe bat, including in
particular one ofthe author's first sentences, wherein he describes the current desire at
second-year university level for a curriculum based more on "a languageJeaming
experience more deeply rooted in the humanistic endeavor, one that moves beyond
survival skills, beyond a simple review offiNt-year grarnmar, and most importantly,
beyond "culture" based on a se es ofpreselected, edited, glossed readings" (Levine 26).
I thought this passage was key for me as a description ofCBI franework notjust as a
way to better or more efficiently leam the language, but as a completely altered approach.
I particularly appreciated the words "humanistic endeavor", which brought to mind the
notion that these students would be leaming the language with more interaction-based,
real-life usage objectives in mind.

One thing that I noted about this article was the rather extensive citation ofmajor
research in the field of language pedagogy. On a personal note, I was impressed to see
that (particularly on page 27, during the introduction to the article) L€vine cites a good
portion ofthe major research that I have been intoduced to in my last two years of
teacher-training classes. lt reinforces for me the notion that these ideas and articles are
pertinent, are out there in the field at large, and are being read and used in further
research. I found this both reassuring (as a validation) and also inspidng' to see that what
little knowledge I have been exposed to has been in many ways some ofthe more
important foundational mate al of the field.

This article did raise several questions fol me, particularly in its definition of
certain components to a Global Simulation course. For instance, how important is the
"reality of finction ', and where is the research to support this? AIso, if the teacher is the
"controller" ofthe simulation. rather than "a teacher in a simulation activity" (27), what
exactly is their role in the class? Levine states on page 29 that in this type of
environment, the teacher becomes freer to act as a "resowce person", resident
culture/language expert, walking dictionary and "language paramedic", but I wonder how
he sees this as actually different from the normal role. Also, I was curious as to the idea
of a task-based approach, and wondered whether this in fact limits this tlpe/s of leaming
that occur, or ifthere are ways in which one could target specific grammatical stuctures
and functions, while keeping to the simulation environment.
Overall, I find the concept of this gpe of leaming/teaching to be very promising. I think
that the idea of getting second-yeal students away ftom reading the same overused texts
(essentially releaming all ofthe grarnmatical structues that they leamed in their first-year
classrooms) is a necessary shift. I will say that not only do I fully agree with L€vine's
own conclusion that empirical research on this tlTe ofclass is needed, I almost feel that

the aiticle itselfin fact suffen as a consequence. I was not much pe$uaded by Levine's
admission in the introduction that "to date, no data has been collected pertaining to
student proficiency gains in this course format compared with other sorts ofcourses at the
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same level" (27). For m€ as a teacher this adicle seems somewbat preemptive, in that it
would make a much more successfirl and cotrvtrcing argument if it werc able to
demonshate to me what pedagogical benefits therc are to be gained, or at the very l€ast
be able to demonstmte that therc was no loss between this and a typical second-year
curriculum. Levine raises sevelal intoresting issues, but I fe91 that the best suppo for
this type of progam lies in being able to prove its value with tho proper empidoal
evid€nce as suDDort.




